
 
 
 
 
Terms and Conditions 
Thanks for entering Wahaca’s “Day of the Dead” promotion, in partnership with Intrepid Travel.  
 
Who’s running the competition? 
The promoter is Intrepid Travel, of Cross & Pillory House, 1 Cross & Pillory Lane, Alton, Hampshire. 
Oaxaca Limited of 119 Waterloo Road, London is our promotional partner. 
 
Information about the prize and how to enter forms part of these conditions of entry. By entering the 
promotion, these conditions of entry apply to your entry. Any changes to these conditions of entry will 
be subject to regulatory approval and published on Wahaca’s website at www.wahaca.co.uk so you 
should check these conditions of entry regularly. 
 
Who can enter? 
This promotion is only open to legal residents of the UK who are 18 years of age or over. You can’t 
enter this promotion if you (or your immediate families or housemates) are employed by Intrepid 
Travel, Wahaca, or their subsidiaries and affiliated companies. You must be able to travel on the 
specified dates.  
 
How do I enter? 
To enter, visit wahaca.co.uk/IntrepidDOTD and answer the question, fill in your full name and a valid 
email address to submit an entry into our prize draw. No purchase necessary. You can enter between 
October 13 2014 at 09:00 GMT and November 7 2014 at 23:59 GMT. You can only enter once - we’ll 
remove any duplicate entries before drawing the winners. Incomplete entries and mechanical 
reproduction of multiple entries are not permitted.  
 
How do you pick the winner? 
The winner will be determined by a random draw of all correct and eligible entries. The first entry 
drawn will win the prize. Odds of winning depend on the number of eligible entries received.  The 
winner will be drawn on November 10. The draw is random and so no correspondence will be entered 
into. No responsibility will be taken for lost, late or misdirected entries. 
 
Wahaca or Intrepid Travel can cancel or modify the promotion if there are compelling technical or 
administrative reasons which we cannot control. If that happens, Intrepid Travel will conduct the draw 
from all eligible entries received at that time. 
 
What can I win? 
The winner and a friend will win a place on Intrepid’s 5-day Dead of the Dead trip to Mexico City 
(www.intrepidtravel.com/QVAD). 
The trip includes 2 x economy class flights from the UK, 4 nights’ accommodation in hotels and local 
transport.  You will be in a group of up to 12 likeminded travellers and led by a friendly and 
knowledgeable local guide. 
The flights will arrive at and return from Mexico City and must be booked by Intrepid Travel.  
 
How do I find out if I won? 
Intrepid will contact the winner by email by November 10. To find out who won, email 
PR@intrepidtravel.com within 3 months of the date of the draw. 
 
In the event that the selected winner is deemed invalid, the prize will not be won by the invalid winner 
and an alternate winner will be selected from all remaining (non-winning) eligible entries received. If 
Intrepid does not receive confirmation within 10 days of being awarded the prize, the prize will be 
considered forfeited and another winner will be drawn at random. 



 
If you do win … 
The prize is not exchangeable.  The prize includes applicable taxes and airport transfers. The tour is 
subject to availability and there must be four (4) fully-paying passengers confirmed on the departure 
before the prize winner can be confirmed. 
 
Spending money, meals, travel taxes, trip kitties, travel insurance, passports, visas, vaccinations, 
transfers and all other ancillary costs (as well as obtaining any of these) not specified in the prize 
inclusions are the responsibility of the winner.  
 
The prize trip must be taken on October 30 2015, otherwise, it will be deemed to be forfeited by the 
winner and the prize will not be redeemable for cash. Once booked, any changes made to the 
booking may incur a cancellation fee or amendment fee, at the cost of the winner. Prizes are subject 
to the standard terms and conditions of individual prize and service providers. Please refer to 
Intrepid’s booking conditions at www.intrepidtravel.com/fineprint for more information. 
 
The winner is responsible for ensuring that they have valid passports, and any requisite visas, 
vaccinations and travel documentation. All components of a prize must be taken together or otherwise 
are deemed to be forfeited by the winner and cash will not be awarded in lieu. Travel must be 
arranged by the winner through Intrepid, quoting the promotion code which will be supplied to the 
winner by email. 
 
In the event of war, terrorism, state of emergency, disaster or any other circumstance beyond the 
control of the Promoter, the Promoter reserves the right to either provide an alternative travel 
destination to the same or greater value as the original Intrepid trip or, to cancel, terminate, modify or 
suspend the promotion. 
 
What happens to my entry? 
By entering the competition and ticking the relevant checkbox on the entry form, you consent to 
receiving email marketing material from Wahaca and Intrepid Travel. You can unsubscribe from this 
at any time. Wahaca and Intrepid Travel are committed to comply with all applicable privacy and data 
protection laws and will not share your data with any third parties. 
 
When you get back… 
As a condition of accepting the prize, the winner agrees to appear in a video and/or photographs. 
These may be used in marketing materials.  
 
 


